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January 17, 2023

Mid Journey Portraits: Turn Your Imagination into
Reality

avamachina.com/midjourney-portraits/

Mid Journey is one of the well-known text-to-image generators and has made an
irreplaceable place in the art industry due to its efficiency and accuracy. 

Every great thing comes with a price, and so does Mid Journey.

You can create 25 images for free, but after that, you have to buy a subscription. You can
get subscription details from here Mid journey pricing: How much does mid-journey cost?

Its ability to predict prompts (the command we give to create artwork) and create different
types of art is just phenomenal.

Having said that, you should keep one thing in mind while creating art on Mid Journey or
any text-to-image generator.

If you want to use mid-journey in the best way possible then be as descriptive as you can
with your prompts.

https://avamachina.com/midjourney-portraits/
https://avamachina.com/how-much-does-midjourney-cost-midjourney-subscription/
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There is a list of words that are banned mid-journey, so try to avoid these words while
writing your prompt. If you’re interested in learning about banned words then you can get
a complete list here Mid Journey Banned Words: Complete List

Here I’ve created 100 prompts for you in different categories like fantasy, women, anime,
nature, and animals.

Get ready to get a dose of inspiration from these prompts and start creating yours.

Fantasy Midjourney Portraits

Prompt#1: mythical creature, hyper-realistic, HD quality

Prompt#2: a digital landscape of a fantastical world, high quality

https://avamachina.com/midjourney-banned-words-complete-list/
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Prompt#3: a portrait of a beautiful girl character from a fantasy novel, long
beautiful hair, blue eyes, minimal makeup, and a smile on her face, HD quality,
realistic 
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Prompt#4: a fantasy castle with fairy lights, cinematic, realistic, HD quality
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Prompt#5: a series of fantasy weapons, realistic, HD quality
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Prompt#6: a dragon flying and spitting fire, fantasy, ultra-detailed, HD quality 
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Prompt#7: a map of a mythical kingdom, photorealistic, high quality, detailed
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Prompt#8: a fantastical landscape surrounded by mountains and lakes, with
greenery, hyper-realistic, 8k quality, ultra-detailed
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Prompt#9: A huge temple on the mountain with different people, fantasy, hyper-
realistic, ultra-detailed, HD quality 
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Prompt#10: a unicorn, flying in the sky, pink wings, with clouds, ultra-detailed, high
quality, 8k, ultra-realistic
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Prompt#11: a painting that depicts fear and sadness, ultra-detailed, high quality, 8k,
photorealistic
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Prompt#12: a fantastical chariot, with unicorns, flying in the sky with airplane,
ultra-detailed, hyper-realistic, high quality, 8k
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Prompt#13: a full portrait of a beautiful girl in a gown holding a magic wand and
casting spells, hyper-realistic, ultra-detailed, 8k, high quality
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Prompt#14: a witch making a poisonous potion and laughing, horror, dark
aesthetic, high quality, HD, 8k, hyperrealistic
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Prompt#15: a huge ship in storm and lightning, ultra-detailed, photorealistic, high
quality
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Prompt#16: 3d model of a fantasy city, ultra-detailed, hyper-realistic, high quality
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Prompt#17: a fantasy illustration of a mermaid at the river bank playing with
flowers, colorful, beautiful scenery, ultra-detailed, high quality, hyper-realistic
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Prompt#18: an illustration of a fantasy village depicting a rainy day and storm,
realistic, high quality, 8k
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Prompt#19: an illustration of a fantasy parallel dimension, high resolution, realistic
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Prompt#20: a beautiful girl swinging in a fantasy heaven with birds and trees,
hyper-realistic, high quality, 8k
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Animal Midjourney Portraits

Prompt#21: an illustration of different species of birds, such as eagles, parrots, and
flamingos, colorful, beautiful scenery, ultra-detailed, photorealistic, high quality
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Prompt#22: a digital painting depicting different animals, such as lions, bears, and
elephants running here and there, in a forest, high quality, hyper-realistic, HD
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Prompt#23: a shark in the deep ocean, between different species of fishes, colorful,
HD quality, detailed
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Prompt#24: a crocodile, eating a human, high-quality, HD
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Prompt#25: a huge snake, standing between the storm, fearful, horror, detailed, 8k,
high quality
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Prompt#26: a cute cat wearing glasses and a dress, reading a book, sitting in a
garden, soft aesthetic, ultra-detailed, realistic, HD quality
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Prompt#27: a cute frog wearing glasses and drinking coffee, in an office, detailed,
high quality,8k
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Prompt#28: a spider making the web, old aesthetic, dust and dirty place, detailed,
hyper-realistic
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Prompt#29: a dolphin playing with a ball, blue water, detailed, high resolution,
realistic
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Prompt#30: an abstract representation of a lion using neural networks
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Prompt#31: a digital painting of an elephant in an African savannah landscape
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Prompt#32: a 3d rendered image of a polar bear in his natural habitat
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Prompt#33: a digital animation of a pack of wolves running through the wilderness
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Prompt#34: a portrait of an angry-looking tiger, sharp, fearful, hyper-realistic, ultra-
detailed, high resolution
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Prompt#35: a surreal landscape featuring various types of fish swimming in the
ocean, photorealistic, detailed, high quality
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Prompt#36: a simulation of the rainforest with different animals, hyper-realistic,
ultra-detailed, 8k
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Prompt#37: a beautiful soundscape of a jungle, high resolution, ultra-detailed
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Prompt#38: a cute giraffe using a computer, high resolution, detailed
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Prompt#39: a monkey eating bananas and playing in the jungle, detailed, high
quality
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Prompt#40: a portrait of a gorilla face laughing, realistic, detailed, high resolution
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Anime Midjourney Portraits

Prompt#41: an anime-style digital painting of a cyberpunk cityscape, photorealistic,
highly detailed, 8k, high quality
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Prompt#42: a 3D-animated fight scene between two popular anime characters, high
resolution, best quality
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Prompt#43: an anime-inspired futuristic robot
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Prompt#44: an anime-style character dancing, detailed
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Prompt#45: a digital illustration of an anime magical girl using a robot
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Prompt#46: an anime-style city with cars, detailed, high quality
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Prompt#47: Create a series of anime-style illustrations featuring an AI protagonist
exploring and discovering different worlds, ultra-detailed, hyper-realistic
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Prompt#48: an anime-style cookbook, featuring recipes from different anime series
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Prompt#49: an anime-style game where players are AI characters
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Prompt#50: an anime-style fashion collection inspired by the aesthetics of different
sci-fi and cyberpunk anime series and films.
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Prompt#51: an anime-style short film about the future of AI and robotics, and the
impact it will have on humanity.
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Prompt#52: an anime-style game where players take on the role of an AI
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Prompt#53: an anime style beautiful girl doctor, wearing a stethoscope, in the
hospital, detailed, high resolution
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Prompt#54: a young anime-style beautiful girl riding a unicorn, in the forest, highly
detailed, best quality
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Prompt#55: an anime-style virtual reality experience that simulates life in a future
society where AI and humans coexist.
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Prompt#56: an anime-style digital painting that showcases an AI-powered future
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Prompt#57: an anime-style character walking on the beach
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Prompt#58: an anime-style couple watching the sunset together, holding hands,
high-quality, detailed
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Prompt#59: an anime-style astronaut walking on the moon
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Prompt#60: an anime-style young girl walking in the flowers, laughing, holding
flowers, detailed, high quality
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Women Midjourney Portraits

Prompt#61: a portrait of a powerful and confident woman
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Prompt#62: an abstract representation of the struggles and triumphs of women
throughout history
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Prompt#63: Design a digital collage that showcases the diversity and beauty of
women around the world
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Prompt#64: a surreal landscape featuring a woman at the center, embodying
strength and resilience, high quality, detailed
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Prompt#65: Create a stylized illustration of a modern woman balancing multiple
roles and responsibilities
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Prompt#66: Design an animation of a woman breaking through societal barriers
and achieving her dreams
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Prompt#67:  a representation of a woman from African culture, detailed, high
quality
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Prompt#68: a full-body portrait of a beautiful young woman on new york street,
blonde hair, tall, blue eyes, wearing a professional dress, holding coffee, detailed,
realistic, high quality
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Prompt#69: beautiful lady wearing a long red dress, walking down beautiful stairs,
detailed, intricate, high resolution
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Prompt#70: a beautiful girl wearing a white Christian bride dress, holding white
flowers, walking down the aisle, detailed, high quality
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Prompt#71: a portrait of a beautiful woman, with hazel eyes, minimal makeup, wavy
hair, ultra-detailed, realistic, high resolution
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Prompt#72: a painting of different women as Disney princesses, detailed, high
resolution, best quality
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Prompt#73: a boss lady sitting in the cafe, working on the laptop, sipping coffee,
wearing glasses, detailed, high quality, hyper-realistic
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Prompt#74: a beautiful girl, wearing a long pink fluffy dress, tiara on her head,
blonde curl hair, smiling, detailed, high quality
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Prompt#75: a woman running away as crowd following her
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Prompt#76: a portrait of a witch, evil smile, horror, detailed, hyper-realistic
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Prompt#77: a portrait of a young cute girl with braids
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Prompt#78: two girl best friends walking on the road eating and laughing
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Prompt#79: a powerful AI women
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Prompt#80: a woman eating food and using mobile
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Nature Midjourney Portraits

Prompt#81: a digital landscape painting of a dense, misty forest
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Prompt#82: a fractal animation of a blooming flower
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Prompt#83: a realistic-looking bird plumage
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Prompt#84: a digital version of a Monet-style water lily pond scene
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Prompt#85: abstract landscapes from satellite imagery of natural environments.
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Prompt#85: abstract landscapes from satellite imagery of natural environments.
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Prompt#86: a waterfall from a mountain, beautiful scenery
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Prompt#87: a beautiful sunset over the ocean
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Prompt#88: a realistic 3D models of different species of tree
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Prompt#89: art model to simulate the flow of a river, hyper-realistic
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Prompt#90: a painting of an ocean at night, with storm and lightning, hyper-
realistic, detailed
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Prompt#91: a digital painting of a sunset over a mountain range
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Prompt#92: a digital painting showing a solar eclipse with high resolution
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Prompt#93: an artwork showing the milky way, high resolution, ultra-detailed
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Prompt#94: a detailed view of the planet earth from space, high quality
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Prompt#95: black hole, high resolution, photorealistic, detailed
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Prompt#96: a beautiful landscape surrounded by butterflies, colorful, intricate,
bright
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Prompt#97: a detailed picture of a rose, detailed, high resolution
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Prompt#98: a painting of a beautiful city depicting destruction after an earthquake
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Prompt#99: a tornado coming towards a village, highly detailed
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Prompt#100: a field of dandelions, bright and sunny, high quality
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Thanks for Reading!

Naima Zubair

Content Writer


